
Text message
3/24/20, 8:29 PM

I'll be ready in 5

So gentle

Yes, loving how this song unfolds

Aww.,..

Cute and I mean that as a compliment

Like the heartbeat thump. 

Yep

I LOVE the instrumentation. Horn and zither!

That's a a zither, huh?

Guessing so 

Sounds hammered

This is great 

This music is VERY different from the first album. Loving it.

Love that switch to synth pop!

ADHD pop

Ha

It's like waking up mental on a sunny morning. 

Was just gonna say there's a daydreamy quality about this song.

But I really do appreciate how musically it sounds like it's waking up. 

Yes

I figured we were on the same song but turns out this a lovely little coda.
Wow.

Unexpected 
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Thanks, mum for that one. 

They are really good at turning on a dime from atmosphere to muppet
rock

Jaw harp!

Muppet rock!  Ha. 

That last song kinda breezed by. I confess my mind wandered and so I
didn't get a solid feel 

Same here. 

This one though... Love the strings and tuned percussion combo.

This has some meat on it for sure. Her voice here demands attention. 

Really strick by the album title and cover art while listening to this song.

It look like a kids album. Sorta. 

The music has some of that curiosity and innocence 

Yes

I am really loving the visual superimposition of the artificial (beaded)
candle on the lovely photo.

Quite a switch up. 

What a mood shift!

Ha

They are really good at blending synth sounds with tuned percussion
and strings. This is a groovy combination 
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I like this song a lot

Dance music that's hard to dance to. 

But great to listen to. 

Agreed 

My kind of dance music

This one is a bit more like the CD I own.

Intimate and a little bit epic at the same time.

Still a nice a blend of atmosphere and tangible beats and lyrics

And that blend of synth and acoustic that you mentioned. 

Wistful vibes

Yay!

And aww

Very haunting so far

Oh great entrance

so tenuous

It's very tragic with an air of inevitability

Didn't quite say that roght

Still, yes. 

But I mean in unfolds as you might think without being predictable

That's lovely

All I can muster is "uh-huh"

These slow breathing rhythms are very moving.
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